Two square nXn matrices A and B with elements in a field F are similar in F if there exists a non-singular nXn matrix with elements in F such that S~lAS = B. In the study of similarity canonical forms play a fundamental role. The classical canonical form for A is one in which the elementary divisors of A -A/ are brought into prominence. In 1926, Dickson published in his Modern Algebraic Theories a rational discussion of the problem of similarity in which a rational canonical form based on the invariant factors of (A -A/) was used. Other discussions by Lattes, Krull, Kowalewski, and Menge have been published.
The following seems to be, from the algebraic standpoint, a somewhat more direct discussion than others known to the author. Moreover, in arriving at the well known rational canonical form for a matrix, certain lemmas of interest are developed.
Throughout we consider all elements of matrices and vectors and coefficients of polynomials that enter the discussion to be in a field F. All points of interest are met with if the elements involved are rational.
Consider anwXw matrix A. If the vectors £1, £2, • • • , £ P are wXl matrices, we define £(£1, £2, • • • , £ P ) to be the linear set consisting of all vectors of the form S?£*C<4)£*> where the g's are polynomials.
If L is such a linear set and if g is a polynomial and 77 an n X1 vector, we say that g(A)rj^0 mod L, where 0 stands for the zero
If gi(A)rj = 0 mod L, and g 2 (A)rj = 0 mod L, then for every pair of polynomials pi, p 2 ,
Since the greatest common divisor of gi and g 2 is expressible in the form pigi+p2g2, one can prove (as in the proof for the existence of a minimum equation for a matrix) that for each * Presented to the Society, November 25, 1932. [June, nXl vector 77 and linear set L there exists a polynomial g of lowest degree and leading coefficient unity such that g(A)rj^0 mod L. In fact any other polynomial satisfying this congruence will be divisible by g. The polynomial g is called the minimum function of A relative to (77, L) .
If gi and g2 are polynomials, then there exist polynomials fu ƒ2, Ai, and h 2 such that gi=fih u g 2 =f 2 h 2 , where f x and f 2 are relatively prime and/i/ 2 is the least common multiple of gi and g 2 . This is readily seen, for if the factorizations of g\ and g 2 into powers of distinct irreducible factors are given by mj m2 ws ri! n2 n>t vx v2 vs ux u2 ut But/ 1 (^)Ai(^L)77i = OmodL,and thusf x (A)g(A)h2{A)y)2 = 0modL, and figh2 is a multiple of g 2 and hence g a multiple of / 2 . Similarly, g is a multiple of /i and since /I(^4)/ 2 (^)T7 = 0 mod L, g-fif2-Hence if the minimum function of A relative to (771, L) is g\ and if there exists another vector 772 for which the minimum function of A relative to (772, L) is g 2 , where g 2 does not divide gi, there exists a third vector 773 such that the minimum function of A relative to (773, L) is of higher degree than either gi or g 2 . As the degree of any such minimum function can not exceed n, there exists a vector 77 such that g, the minimum function of A relative to (77, L), is divisible by the minimum function of A relative to (771, L), where 771 is any arbitrary vector. Such an 77 is said to be maximal relative to (A, L) and g is called the minimum function of A relative to L. This process of finding the maximal 77 corresponds to the finding of the leader of a chain of maximal length at various stages in Dickson's discussion. The present method, however, gives a mode of construction for this leader.
It is readily seen that if L\ is contained in L 2 , then for any vector rj the minimum function of A relative to any vector (77, L 2 ) is a divisor of the minimum function of A relative to (7/, Li), and that the minimum function of A relative to L 2 is a divisor of the minimum function of A relative to L\. Moreover, each ƒ* is divisible by g p +i, for if this were not the case there would be a last number I less than or equal to p for which f 1 is not divisible by g p+ i. But if j is greater than /, kif 3 -is a multiple of gi since f 3 -is assumed to be a multiple of g p +i; hence ki(A)fi(A)^i = 0 mod Lz_i whenever i^l. Since £jC4)g p +iC4)i7 = £2(^4)77 = 0 mod Lz_i, it follows from the last remark that ki(A)fi{A)Hi = Omodlw, but since £z is maximal relative to {A, Lz-i), &z/z must be a multiple of gi = kig p+ x and hence ƒ z must be a multiple of g p+ i in contradiction to our hypothesis. Hence, if fi = r*g P +i and if we let p £ P+ i = 17-Z/*(4)fc, 1 it follows that g P +i(A)i; p +i = 0 and hence £ p +i, which is maximal relative to L p , is such that A has g p+ i for its minimum function relative to (£ p+ i, L 0 ) as well as relative to (£ p+ i, L p ). Hence we may find a set of vectors £1, • • • , £* with the properties:
(1) Each £ t -is maximal relative to L(£i, • • • , £*-i).
(2) If gi is the minimum function of A relative to (£;,£(£i, • • • ,£,--i)),then^U)£, = 0.
